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Abstract  
This reflective essay explores power relations, with 

a particular focus on racialization, that flow 

through dominant forms of food systems govern-

ance, with an aim to create more participatory gov-

ernance models. Four of the authors asked a group 

of five scholars, activists, and practitioners (also 

authors) who identify as Black, Indigenous or 

People of Color (BIPOC) to discuss during a 

conference session issues of Indigenous food 

sovereignty, decolonization, Whiteness, and inclu-

sivity in food systems governance. This paper pre-

sents and analyzes the content of the session, part 

of the 2021 Global Food Governance Conference. 

We reflect on common themes from the session 

and put forth recommendations: encouraging 

greater inclusion in existing forms of food systems 

governance, achieving decolonization through cre-

ating diverse new governance models, and address-

ing the deeper power structures that underpin the 

dominant food system itself. We also suggest a 

a Authorship is attributed to the Session on Participatory Food 

Systems Governance at the 2021 Global Food Governance 

Conference, followed by the speakers and then the session 

organizers listed in alphabetical order. See speakers’ bios in the 

Appendix and all authors’ affiliations at the bottom of the next 

page. 
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research agenda, with the “what” of the agenda 

unfolding from a process of agenda development 

that centers BIPOC scholarship. The frameworks 

offered by the panelists are a starting point, as 

more work is needed to move towards decolo-

nizing food systems governance research. Finally, a 

collaborative agenda must attend to the inextricable 

links of food systems governance to other funda-

mental issues, such as the emerging field of 

planetary health. 

Keywords 
neocolonialism, racialization, settler colonialism, 

Whiteness, decolonization, food systems, 

governance 

Introduction 
This reflective essay is based on a session of the 

2021 Global Food Governance Conference, which 

explored the power relations flowing through dom-

inant forms of food systems governance. The ses-

sion emphasized issues in food systems governance 

of Whiteness, racialization, decolonization, Indige-

nous food sovereignty, and inclusion. The session 

was co-developed by co-authors Drs. Peter 

Andreé, Charles Levkoe, Jill Clark, and Belinda 

Reeve. All are white, settler academics based in 

Canada (Andreé and Levkoe), the United States 

 
1 At the time of writing this manuscript, the authors note and appreciate that terms such as racialized and BIPOC are complicated and 
contested. 

(Clark), and Australia (Reeve), with research experi-

ence in various aspects of food systems govern-

ance. They aimed to respond to dominant govern-

ance models in each country in which they are 

based, which typically—and continue to—privilege 

the values, participation, and leadership of white 

people and settlers, while marginalizing the voices 

and self-determination of Black, Indigenous, and 

People of Color (BIPOC)1 communities, despite 

their active resistance.  

 The aim of the discussion, and this essay, was 

to disrupt and critique dominant governance 

approaches, and to generate new directions for 

practice, research, and policy. Accordingly, BIPOC 

scholars, activists, and practitioners with diverse 

backgrounds and areas of expertise (co-authors 

Guinto, Holley, Pictou, Wiremu, and Tinirau) were 

invited to join settler researchers in exploring these 

issues, and to generate proposals for more partici-

patory models of food systems governance that 

center the voices and perspectives of people and 

communities that are traditionally excluded. This 

essay provides context for the discussion of food 

systems governance, presents abridged versions of 

the five co-authors’ presentations, and summarizes 

key themes across each of them, focusing on rec-

ommendations for innovative and participatory 

approaches to food systems governance. 

Context and Key Organizing Concepts  
In the conference session and this ensuing essay, 

we aimed to explore various forms of power rela-

tions that impede more equitable approaches to 
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food systems governance. We define governance as 

the “relationships, processes, rules, practices, and 

structures (both institutional and discursive) 

through which power and control are exercised and 

decisions are made” (Clark et al., 2021, p. 176). We 

define Whiteness as an ideology and powerful social 

construct based on beliefs, values, behaviors, and 

attitudes that result in an unequal distribution of 

power and privilege based on skin color (Calgary 

Anti-Racism Education, 2021). As a system of priv-

ilege, Whiteness remains invisible and rarely 

acknowledged. We also refer to neocolonialism, which 

describes relationships between decolonizing2 peo-

ples and countries and former colonizing countries 

that perpetuate and reinforce colonial power struc-

tures through “unrecognized actions, behaviors, 

attitudes, and beliefs” (Eichbaum et al., 2021, p. 

329; Fofana, 2021). We point to settler colonialism as 

another key form of power and control, an ongo-

ing process of invasion that systematically erases 

and displaces Indigenous Peoples with settler pop-

ulations and identities (Bohunicky et al., 2021; 

Wolfe, 2006).  

 A growing body of research shows how these 

ideologies intersect with capitalism and patriarchy 

to produce power relations in dominant forms of 

food systems governance that typically marginalize 

and oppress the voices, perspectives, and self-

determination of BIPOC communities (Alkon & 

Agyeman, 2011; Conrad, 2020; Holt-Giménez & 

Wang, 2011; Moragues-Faus et al., 2022). For 

example, U.S. scholars and activists have exposed 

how dominant forms of food systems governance 

privilege white values, objectives, and decision-

making processes (Conrad, 2020). The same privi-

leging is often true of many alternative, local, or 

community-led food movements (Alkon et al., 

2020; Guthman, 2008; Mayes, 2018; Ramírez, 2015; 

Slocum, 2006). 

 Scholars in settler colonial countries such as 

the U.S., Canada, Aotearoa/New Zealand, and 

Australia have described how processes of coloni-

zation, including the dispossession and forced 

removal of Indigenous Peoples from their tradi-

tional territories, have led to the deliberate destruc-

 
2 We intentionally do not include a definition of decolonization and allow the term to be interpreted through the speaker’s 
presentations. 

tion of Indigenous food systems, knowledge, cul-

ture, and identity, as well as contributing to the dis-

proportionate burden of food insecurity and poor 

diet-related health that falls on Indigenous Peoples 

(Browne et al., 2021). Similarly, a growing body of 

literature documents food injustice and power 

imbalances between the Global North and Global 

South, with settler colonization and neocoloniza-

tion, trade liberalization, and foreign aid policies 

promulgated by colonizing countries creating a 

globally inequitable distribution of food system-

related health, environmental, and economic costs 

and benefits (Gonzales, 2015). However, binaries 

between, for example, the Global North and the 

Global South, are artificial and hide nuances in 

how these forces and ideologies interact in com-

plex, multifaceted ways, resulting in the homogeni-

zation of the food system to the benefit of some 

groups and actors, and at the expense of others. 

 BIPOC communities continue to resist these 

processes, including through anti-racist, de-

colonizing, and Indigenous food sovereignty and 

food justice movements and initiatives, which have 

diverse objectives and approaches (Alkon & 

Agyeman, 2011; Cadieux & Slocum, 2015; Daigle, 

2019; Grey & Patel, 2015; Levkoe et al., 2019; 

Ramírez, 2015; Settee & Shukla, 2020). Further, a 

growing number of researchers and practitioners 

describe principles and approaches for creating 

more participatory food systems governance mod-

els (Coté, 2016; Levkoe et al., 2019, 2020; Pictou et 

al., 2021). However, these perspectives are too 

often omitted from the mainstream conversation 

on food systems governance. Accordingly, the ses-

sion presented here sought to create a forum for 

discussing inclusion/exclusion in food systems 

governance, and what truly participative govern-

ance models might look like, that would be led by 

BIPOC scholars, practitioners, and activists.  

Organizing the Conference Session 
The session formed part of the 2021 Global Food 

Governance Conference, which explored how law, 

regulation, and policy impede or facilitate access to 

safe, nutritious, sustainable, and equitable food. 
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The Conference had previously been run in 2016 

and 2019 in Sydney, Australia, and was created by 

two white Australian researchers (Reeve, based at 

The University of Sydney Law School, and Alexan-

dra Jones, at The George Institute) with expertise 

in food law, regulation, and policy. The Conference 

is a collaboration between The University of Syd-

ney, The George Institute for Global Health, and 

the Global Center for Legal Innovation on Food 

Environments at Georgetown University and is not 

affiliated with any professional society or industry 

organization, nor is it sponsored by any such 

organization. Originally a nationally focused 

Australian event, it expanded to an international 

audience in 2021 when it moved online due to the 

COVID-19 pandemic. 

 The academic institutes hosting the Confer-

ence are white-majority organizations. While the 

2016 and 2019 Conferences emphasized including 

First Nation Australians, BIPOC speakers and par-

ticipants were underrepresented. Moving the Con-

ference online in 2021 presented the opportunity 

to address this issue; for example, ensuring a 

greater representation of BIPOC keynote speakers, 

as well as those from Low- or Middle-Income 

Countries (LMICs). However, the Conference was 

still run within a white/high-income country/ 

settler-colonial institutional context, and remained 

dominated by white speakers, organizers, and 

participants. 

 The organizers of the session (co-authors 

Reeve, Andrée, Clark, and Levkoe) had a pre-

existing collaboration, exploring intersections in 

their respective research on food system s govern-

ance in Canada, the U.S., and Australia. Via Reeve, 

the Conference organizers invited these scholars to 

create a session on inclusive food systems govern-

ance. The session organizers believed that BIPOC 

scholars and activists should lead the discussion 

and invited five BIPOC speakers to address issues 

of Indigenous food sovereignty, decolonization, 

Whiteness, and inclusivity in food systems govern-

ance. At the time, each speaker was also an aca-

demic or researcher working in this field, and thus 

were not offered remuneration. All speakers were 

invited, and agreed, to participate as co-authors in 

the process of developing the presentations into 

this reflective article.  

 Dr. Yandisa Ngqangashe, former research fel-

low at the Australian National University, chaired 

the session. The organizers, session chair, and 

speakers met twice to finalize the format and the 

guiding questions for speakers. During the session, 

Dr. Ngqngashe briefly introduced each speaker, 

who then spoke to their area of experience, before 

reflecting on three questions from the chair, which 

concerned each speaker’s own approach to issues 

of governance, power, and inclusion; how issues of 

power and inclusion/exclusion intersect within the 

context of food systems governance; and what 

“inclusive food systems governance” meant to 

them. The session was conducted via an online 

conference hosting platform, recorded, profession-

ally transcribed, edited by the organizing authors 

for clarity and reviewed by the speakers to ensure it 

reflected each person’s intent. One organizer cre-

ated a shortened version of each presentation, 

which was shared with the speakers to ensure that 

it accurately reflected their remarks and to offer the 

opportunity to expand upon or clarify any of the 

content. These shortened presentations are set out 

below. Speaker responses to the questions are 

excluded for reasons of space—as is the construc-

tive discussion between the speakers and audience 

members—but these inform the final section, 

which reports on major themes across the presen-

tations, generated in an interpretative process post-

Conference. All authors collaborated on drafting 

and revising this essay.  

 The session had five speakers. (See Appendix 

for full biographies.) Dr. Renzo Guinto was the 

Chief Planetary Health Scientist and co-founder of 

the newly established Sunway Centre for Planetary 

Health in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. Concurrently, 

he is the associate professor of the practice of 

global public health and inaugural director of the 

Planetary and Global Health Program of the St. 

Luke’s Medical Health Centre College of Medicine 

in the Philippines. He is also the convener of Plan-

etary Health, Philippines. Kip Holley is an inde-

pendent consultant focusing on community 

engagement and organizational equity. He was 

most recently a research associate at the Kirwan 

Institute for the Study of Race and Ethnicity at 

Ohio State University. Fiona Wiremu is from the 

New Zealand tribes Tūhoe and Ngāti Ranginui. 
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She is an educator of Indigenous businesses and 

holds several governance roles across the health 

and social sectors. Dr. Rāwiri Tinirau is of Te Āti 

Haunui-a-Pāpārangi descent and has genealogical 

connections to several hapu [sub-tribes] and iwi 

[tribes] throughout Aotearoa/New Zealand. He is 

a director of Te Atawhai o Te Ao, an independent 

Māori institute, as well as deputy chair of Ngā 

Tāngata Tiaki o Whanganui. Dr. Sherry Pictou is a 

Mi’kmaw woman from L’sɨtkuk, “water cuts 

through high rocks,” known as Bear River First 

Nation, in Nova Scotia. She currently holds a joint 

appointment at The Schulich School of Law and 

the Faculty of Management at Dalhousie Univer-

sity as an assistant professor and is the Canada 

Research Chair in Indigenous Governance.  

 The next section provides a condensed version 

of each presentation. Note that one of the speak-

ers, Fiona Wiremu, experienced technical difficul-

ties, but her research collaborator Rāwiri Tinirau 

was able to complete the part of her presentation 

that described the Mana Kai Framework. 

Synthesized Presentations 

Renzo Guinto 
Over the past two years, I have been involved in 

the movement for decolonizing global health and I 

am also very active in the emerging field of plane-

tary health. Tracing its roots back to colonial tropi-

cal medicine, planetary health is now a broad field 

pertaining to transnational health problems that 

affect our world today and our global responses to 

them (Koplan et al., 2009)—for example, the on-

going COVID-19 pandemic and our collective (or 

fragmented) actions to address it. Planetary health 

is an integrative concept that brings together the 

health of people and that of the natural systems on 

which their health depends (Whitmee et al., 2015). 

It is a reaction to the inadequacy of global health in 

responding to the worsening climate emergency 

and the other environmental crises affecting us 

today, including our defective food systems that 

make us unhealthy, destroy the planet, and even 

increase the likelihood of future pandemics. Here, 

I would like to explore how the global health com-

munity and the emerging planetary health commu-

nity can work together with the movement advo-

cating for food systems transformation so we can 

come up with better, more sustainable, healthier, 

and more just food systems.  

 There are many interpretations of the term 

“decolonizing”; one that is widely known concerns 

interrogation of the superiority and dominance of 

Western epistemology and culture. There is no 

question that power is very much concentrated in 

the Global North, whether it is global health insti-

tutions and their leaders, the policies and the prac-

tices adopted in the global health community, how 

we educate our global health professionals, or the 

manner in which we conduct our research. We 

need more Indigenous voices, we need People of 

Color and people from the Global South to be 

involved in decision making, policy making, and 

knowledge creation. That is what we have been 

calling for when we say we need to decolonize 

global health. There are parallels between decolo-

nizing global health and decolonizing the food sys-

tem, including food policies and the structures that 

regulate food production and consumption.  

 Sadly, we are not talking sufficiently about 

these parallels and interconnections. For instance, 

right now in the context of the COVID pandemic, 

we know that there is still scandalous vaccine 

inequality around the world. Some have described 

it as “vaccine apartheid,” generated by the colonial 

structure of the global health system, the pharma-

ceutical industry, and the policies we have created 

at global and national levels. But this is not an 

entirely new phenomenon, because for some time 

now we have already seen food inequality and even 

food apartheid around the world, which is not just 

creating global hunger and making food inaccessi-

ble to many people, it is also creating the pandemic 

of undernutrition, stunting, and underweight that 

affects nearly one billion people, especially chil-

dren. The inequitable distribution of food is paral-

lel with the inequitable worldwide distribution of 

vaccines and other health commodities. There is 

much to learn in terms of trying to dismantle the 

power asymmetries that govern both the global 

health system and the food system at all levels.  

 Furthermore, we have colonized not only our 

food system, our health system, and the health of 

people, we have also colonized the planet, the land, 

the water, the atmosphere through greenhouse gas 
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emissions and various forms of pollution. We have 

also colonized the ability of the future children of 

the world to live and thrive and survive. We are 

making the planet less inhabitable for them be-

cause of the slow pace of climate action. We also 

need to talk about how to create safeguards, not 

only from old colonial powers but also from neo-

colonial corporate forces, which are stealing the 

limited seats around the decision-making table 

from the rightful owners, such as Indigenous Peo-

ples, local communities, farmers and fisher folks, 

women, LGBT people, and children. What we 

must begin to realize is that the small tweaks in 

policies and practices that we have been employing 

under the guise of decolonizing are superficial and 

cosmetic, and are not sufficient to achieve the big-

ger transformations that we want to see. We really 

need to examine the structural causes and identify 

who these “colonizers” and “neocolonizers” of the 

food system are.  

 This brings me to “planetary health,” which I 

have described as a powerful concept that brings 

together the health of people and the health of the 

planet (Whitmee et al., 2015). I may be a physician 

by training, but I cannot just treat the human 

patient anymore in this day and age. I also have to 

take care of the planetary patient on which the 

health of people depends, now and in the future. 

We need a planetary health approach, which I 

believe is also a decolonial approach to advancing 

the health of people and of the planet. After all, the 

idea that the health of people and of the natural 

ecosystems are deeply intertwined is something 

that many Indigenous cultures have embraced for 

centuries. We must incorporate a decolonial plane-

tary health approach, enriched by Indigenous wis-

dom, to be incorporated into all kinds of discus-

sions about the future of our food system, from 

local to global. Moving forward, I would love to 

see Indigenous perspectives positioned at the front 

and center whenever we discuss climate change 

and its relation to food and health. 

Kip Holley 
The research that we do, in Kip Holley’s former 

position at the Kirwan Institute, has one foot in 

academia, creating knowledge and acquiring new 

knowledge, and another foot in communities. We 

work with community organizations, nonprofits, 

and governments to understand how to remove 

racial barriers to create opportunities for marginal-

ized people to succeed and thrive. My place is to 

understand the role of community engagement and 

racial inequity. I do that by working in the academy 

to research and publish articles, but mostly I part-

ner with organizations to understand and interro-

gate inequitable systems and policies that either 

purposely or inadvertently keep People of Color 

out of important decision-making in their commu-

nities. This work occurs through three domains. 

 First is to think about civic and community 

engagement beyond disparate, separate decisions or 

activities. We look at these efforts as a connected 

group of activities, understandings, decisions, 

structures, and other things that happen within 

communities in an environment for decision-

making. Crucial principles of this work include rec-

ognizing the gifts of diverse voices to understand 

power and injustice, understanding trust building 

and empowerment, and different ways of dealing 

with and managing conflict that favor more diverse 

voices. These principles are meant to enable com-

munity and civic engagement activities to change 

the underlying structures to be more equitable and 

inclusive. They are intended to help us think about 

how we can make our individual activities more 

equitable and more inclusive, and also about how 

we can use those activities in connection with each 

other to change the underlying structures to be 

more authentically empowering to a larger range of 

people. 

 Empowerment and inclusivity are critical to 

the second domain, which involves community 

leadership and organizational equity. It is about 

interrogating the nature of the ideals that we have 

about leadership and success and organizing com-

munities and organizations through a non-white 

lens. Most of those ideals are usually set up under a 

series of white-centered norms, such as perfection-

ism, objectivity. Instead, we really need to think 

about what we are not seeing. This approach 

informs a lot of our work in neighborhood leader-

ship development, in which we find leaders that 

would otherwise be overlooked, change the way we 

are looking at leadership structures, and support 

new leaders in taking control of their neighbor-
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hoods and playing a meaningful role. We also look 

at how organizational processes reify racial inequi-

ties both within communities and in the nonprofit 

and governmental sectors. We work with commu-

nity members to learn more about some of the 

processes that we take for granted and widen the 

space for different practices, different understand-

ings, and different vocabularies for organizing and 

engagement. 

 The third domain involves taking a closer look 

at how the underlying structures and opportunities 

for engagement can be a more equitable and em-

powering space for People of Color. We identify 

attributes that are harmful, more closed off and 

restrictive, as well as those that are coming from 

more anti-racist, feminist, and Indigenous tradi-

tions that widen the space. These latter attributes 

tend to create an environment that is more em-

powering and inclusive. They include, for example, 

the frameworks and language that we use, the prac-

tices that we abide by, the many identities that we 

hold, and whether we are coming from an owner-

ship or an advocate standpoint. All these things 

affect the space in which we make decisions. 

 It is our collective situation that tends to 

bound the type of decisions that we make. Almost 

all of the equity challenges that we run into are 

based on how people are interacting with assump-

tions, frameworks, and motivations. Many of the 

people that we talk to who want to bring equity to 

the table, whether it be in a food context or any 

other context, are stopped immediately because we 

ask them to explain and re-explain the very reason 

for equity. Even before getting to a decision, we 

need to examine the motivations and backgrounds 

that we have set up for those kinds of decisions. 

When we’re asked by food advocates or food pol-

icy councils in America to help with outreach to a 

wider group of people or to help them create more 

racial equity, we often back up and ask: What does 

your organization look like? Who created that 

organization? What are the underlying ideals, and 

assumptions about why it is done this way rather 

than another way? Could it be different? Equity 

almost always means changing the environment 

drastically. It’s not just about making more room in 

a system or an environment that is already racist or 

inequitable to start with, but how we can change 

that environment in some very foundational ways. 

It needs to be more than simply inclusive, ulti-

mately creating culturally authentic ways of em-

powering people who are usually not involved.  

Fiona Wiremu 
Western conceptions underpinning the politics of 

food are generally unable to fully account for 

Māori understandings related to kai [food]. The 

project “He moumou kai, he moumou tāngata: Kai 

governance, kai sovereignty and the (re)production 

of kai—Enhancing culturally matched outcomes” 

focused on kai as a culturally defined Māori notion 

and examined ways in which Māori are protecting, 

maintaining, retaining, and controlling decision-

making authority over their traditional and custom-

ary kai sources, kai systems, and kai practices. The 

concept of kai for Māori is holistic, it is spiritual, it 

has deep-rooted connections to who we are and 

our origins. 

 Our research included cross-sectorial and mul-

tidisciplinary collaboration across three hapori 

[community] organizations (Te Atawhai o Te Ao, 

Te Puna Ora o Mataatua, and REKA Trust), four 

Ngā Pae o te Māramatanga partner institutions (Te 

Whare Wānanga o Awanuiārangi, Te Atawhai o Te 

Ao, the University of Waikato, and the University 

of Otago), specialist expert advisory mātauranga 

Māori members (Waitangi Tribunal, Te Whare 

Wānanga o Awanuiārangi, and the Māori Land 

Court), and specialist expert advisory kai members 

from the University of Waikato and the University 

of Otago. The mātauranga Māori [Māori knowl-

edge] gathered from hundreds of participants 

informed this research. The research was funded 

by Ngā Pae o te Māramatanga, Aotearoa/New 

Zealand’s Māori Centre of Research Excellence. 

 “He moumou kai, he moumou tāngata” 

focused on traditional and customary mātauranga 

Māori practices that we as Māori undertake in rela-

tion to our kai sources, systems, and practices. A 

transforming framework of culturally matched out-

comes was developed using a kaupapa Māori meth-

odology and process, which was then utilized to 

test a sample selection of kai sovereignty initiatives. 

The purpose was to determine whether kai re-

search purported to benefit Māori met the tenets 

developed within the framework. Three sample 
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cases were tested: Whanganui: Te Morehu 

Whenua, Whakatāne: REKA Trust, and Ōpōtiki: 

Whakatōhea Mussels Ltd. 

 The Mana Kai Framework is based on the 

seven tenets of mana atua, mana tūpuna, mana 

Māori, mana whenua/mana moana, mana tangata, 

mana rawa, and mana motuhake, which are dis-

cussed by Dr. Rāwiri Tinirau. 

 
Our foods have a genealogy that connects us to 

our gods and to our ancestors. To fully appreciate 

the responsibilities we have to our natural environ-

ment, and the teachings of our ancestors, you must 

unravel, rediscover, and speak to those genealogies, 

speak to our gods, and speak to our ancestors. 

When you do that, you understand that the kai, the 

food that you eat, is their gift for you and provides 

those that partake with spiritual and physical nour-

ishment. When you partake of the foods, you 

become more connected with your natural envi-

ronment and more concerned with the state that it 

is in. You begin to understand everything that 

impacts on your places and spaces and how those 

things impact on your ability to grow, gather and 

harvest kai. You turn to the environment, and you 

ask it to teach you about what you can do to ensure 

that there is food available for future generations. 

Kai sovereignty projects must be deeply rooted, 

stem from and be grown within the community. 

When you are able to share kai, you enhance the 

prestige of the people and the community, you 

contribute to their health and wealth. Therefore, 

what is critical here are the relationships that you 

form locally, nationally, and, internationally, be-

cause everyone’s efforts contribute to the greater 

purpose. 

 The Mana Kai Framework (Wiremu et al., 

2022) was designed based on key tenets that allows 

for kai sovereignty initiatives to be analyzed against 

each of these tenets, with the overarching aim of 

developing a robust Kaupapa Māori process that 

allows each of those initiatives to be considered 

against the seven expressions of mana already 

 
3 As detailed in Wiremu et al. (2022), this framework is informed by the work of Williams (1971), Barlow (1991), Durie (1994; 1998), 
Smith (1997), Marsden and Hēnare (2003), Knox (2005), Forster (2012), Phillips et al. (2016), Te Atawhai o Te Ao (2016), Tinirau 
(2017), and Wiremu et al. (2019).   

introduced by Fiona: Mana atua, mana tūpuna, 

mana Māori, mana whenua/mana moana, mana 

tangata, mana rawa, and mana motuhake. The 

Mana Kai framework is informed by the previous 

work of many individuals and groups to define the 

multiple expressions of mana.3 
 Mana atua refers to activities associated with 

various gods. Their power is embodied in those 

who uphold sacred rituals and principles. Our 

origin stories, based on the escapades and attrib-

utes of atua [gods], provide a way to understand 

the interrelationships between animals and fish, 

between land and ocean, and between people and 

the living environment. Kai sovereignty initiatives 

must respect that kai has a whakapapa [genealogy]. 

Kai is derived from domains associated with partic-

ular atua, and links between and across atua and 

their domains is critical to understanding the 

importance of kai. 

 Mana tūpuna is power derived through lineage, 

tribal identity, language, and customs, as passed 

down through the generations. Those inheriting 

mana tūpuna are responsible for carrying out duties 

to maintain this power. Mana tūpuna embraces 

tribal identity and heritage, as well as knowledge, te 

reo Māori [Māori language], and tikanga Māori 

[Māori customs]. The importance of carrying inher-

ited responsibilities must be articulated and realized 

through kai sovereignty initiatives. Mana tūpuna 

implies a duty of care to our ancestors and the col-

lective, in ways that are meaningful to a particular 

whānau [extended family], hapū [sub-tribes] and iwi 

[tribes]. 

 Mana Māori are the rights and authority associ-

ated with being Māori. The expression of Māori 

cultural values through tikanga might differ across 

whānau, hapū and iwi, but are broadly similar. 

Māori values, concepts, and practices such as 

whakapapa, whanaungatanga [relationships], and 

tikanga are central to mahinga kai [kai gathering 

and harvesting]. Our histories refer to times when 

atua and tūpuna [ancestors] enjoyed food-secure 

lifestyles and good health. These histories provide 

inspiration for applying universal Māori values in 
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contemporary times within kai sovereignty initia-

tives, to promote healthy living and wellness, as 

Māori. 

 Mana whenua refers to the power associated 

with the ability of the land to be bountiful. Barlow 

has noted that a “person who possessed land has 

the power to produce a livelihood for family and 

tribe, and every effort is made to protect these 

rights” (1991, pp. 61–62). Connection to one’s tra-

ditional territories also enhances well-being. Mana 

moana involves a similar authority over lakes and 

seas. A Māori worldview would consider mana 

whenua and mana moana together with the obliga-

tions that come with tiakitanga [custodianship]. Kai 

sovereignty initiatives must have regard for these 

authorities and responsibilities. They require the 

safeguarding of knowledge, resources, and the pro-

tection (or sustainability) of kai and the natural 

environment.  

 Mana tangata is mana held according to one’s 

personal abilities, crafted through experience and 

knowledge acquisition. It includes both what 

Mahuika called the power to “direct human activ-

ity” (1992, p. 45), and the “continuity of life, 

humility, caring for others, and leading by exam-

ple” (Te Atawhai o Te Ao, 2016, p. 1). Mana 

tangata implies that a person or a people must use 

their skills and abilities for the benefit of others, 

including intergenerationally, with those who 

require greater assistance receiving the necessary 

support. Thus, kai sovereignty initiatives must 

enhance the mana of others, now and in the future, 

and address equity issues for those Māori who are 

vulnerable. 

 Mana rawa is grounded in a holistic under-

standing of rawa as wealth and prosperity. It is 

important to consider kai sovereignty initiatives 

against economic development and well-being 

imperatives of whānau, hapū and iwi, including 

participation in micro- and/or macro-economies. 

Furthermore, kai sovereignty initiatives should 

encourage broader and deeper explorations of con-

cepts such as wealth, prosperity, and well-being, 

from Māori and Indigenous perspectives. 

 Mana motuhake is the enactment of Māori 

sovereignty and authority through self-determina-

tion. Following Durie (1998), we see mana 

motuhake as requiring commitment to Māori 

advancement, and emphasis on independence from 

state and Crown, implying a “measure of defiance” 

(p. 220). Against a backdrop of various conse-

quences of colonization, Māori have had to recon-

figure and adjust to ensure our survival and have 

formed and maintained relationships with those 

who share similar values and struggles, including 

Māori-to-Māori and Māori-to-Indigenous partner-

ships. Kai sovereignty initiatives, therefore, must 

be sensitive to the struggle to maintain mana 

motuhake, and must be committed to activating 

self-development strategies locally and 

internationally. 

 One kai sovereignty initiative that we can ana-

lyze through the Mana Kai Framework is Te 

Morehu Whenua, a hapū environmentalist group, 

led by our youth and by our children. The focus 

has been on our freshwater fisheries, which include 

the kākahi [freshwater mussel], tuna [eels], kōura 

[freshwater crayfish], ngaore [smelts], and atutahi 

[whitebait]. Wānanga, or traditional knowledge 

exchange events, teach our children and our youth 

about the way our ancestors fished. We are seeing 

more contemporary fishing practices taking hold, 

but we have maintained our traditional and cus-

tomary practices as well. We have taught the kids 

how to eel the way that our ancestors eeled, how to 

weave the fishing baskets that our ancestors wove, 

to use traditional materials, to do the things that 

they did and to take our lead from the environ-

ment. What we have observed is that the kids start 

to help each other in their learning, the kids are 

teaching themselves, and they are having a lot of 

fun along the way. 

 Research has been a big element of this partic-

ular project, which includes teaching these children 

and the youth how they connect genealogically to 

the lands and the waterways where they practice 

our traditional fishing. We have gathered and con-

tinue to gather knowledge associated with our sub-

tribe from our elders, repositories, family homes, 

museums, and archives—places where some of 

that knowledge lies dormant. The children and 

youth are also learning and practicing what it 

means to be an active member of their marae [tra-

ditional gathering place], and that there are certain 

protocols and responsibilities that must be carried 

out. 
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 Our knowledge exchange events are held at 

our traditional gathering places, and there are cer-

tain things that children need to learn while they 

are in those spaces. Some have been disconnected 

from these places, or their whānau have been away 

for a few generations—our knowledge exchange 

events have helped them to understand the expec-

tation we have of our upcoming generations, and 

to get on and do the work. Our children and youth 

are contributing to our sub-tribal aspirational 

framework by leading activities and critiquing some 

of the environmental and food aspirations that we 

have for ourselves, with guidance from our elders. 

The themes, outcomes, and indicators that have 

been set for us as a hapū—they’ve been reviewed, 

critiqued, and refined by our children and youth, 

and these are offerings and contributions to our 

hapū aspirational framework when it comes to our 

environmental priorities, based on their learnings 

through being involved in this kai sovereignty 

project. 

Sherry Pictou 
My people, the Mi’kmaw, have occupied our lands 

for at least 13,000 years. This is an important 

context for the struggle to decolonize governance 

today. We have long had treaties with other Indige-

nous peoples, and we did so again with the British 

in the 1700s. Since then, we have fought for our 

treaty rights, particularly the right to hunt and fish 

for food. In 1999, we won a landmark decision, the 

Donald Marshall Jr. Decision [R. v. Marshall, [1999] 

3 S.C.R. 456] that upheld the 1760 and 1761 Peace 

and Friendship Treaties to commercially fish. 

Unfortunately, the government responded with 

fishing agreements to assimilate this treaty back 

into the existing management regimes that catered 

to the privatization of the fisheries. My work 

centers on trying to figure out what treaties mean 

to the people at the grassroots. 

  As Indigenous people, we have found our-

selves caught between neocolonial-liberal concepts 

of development, such as industrial resource extrac-

tion, on the one hand, and very no-human-foot-

print types of conservation or “fortress conserva-

tion” (protected areas) practices on the other. 

These approaches impact our treaty rights. In inter-

viewing my own people, I learned that we could 

not talk about a treaty without talking about food. 

That was of the utmost importance. Food for us 

would be animals, plants, and fish that come from 

the land and waterscapes. These have become dis-

placed by neocolonial development or conserva-

tion and industrial types of food systems, such as 

industrial or monoculture agriculture. 

 My work also focuses on the role of women 

and 2SLGBTQ+ persons in treaty negotiations. 

What is their role in governance systems? This is a 

gap that was highlighted here in Canada by Reclaim-

ing Power and Place: The Final Report of the National 

Inquiry into Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and 

Girls (National Inquiry into Missing and Murdered 

Indigenous Women and Girls, 2019). I’ve done 

some work on how resource extraction has im-

pacted Indigenous women and how Indigenous 

women land and waterscape defenders are often 

criminalized for resisting development. My work 

shows that it is not that they are anti-development; 

it is that they are aware of their treaty rights, their 

ancestral homelands, the food and livelihoods that 

come from those ancestral homelands, and the 

importance of those lands and waters as sources of 

food. I’ve always asked the question, “Why are they 

defending that?” They are portrayed in the media 

as troublemakers, but I try to create spaces so they 

can discuss this in terms of Indigenous governance, 

and, in particular, the governance of food. How do 

we reconcile the various impacts of displacement 

on our food systems? 

 We need to consider different forms of food 

and food systems along with the power structures 

that are governing them. We also need to consider 

the degree that patriarchy and heteropatriarchy play 

in those food systems, especially when it comes to 

the displacement of Indigenous ancestral home-

lands as sources of food and water. With colonial-

ism comes patriarchy, and it has been here in 

Canada for 500 years. We are a rich northern coun-

try, but do not let that fool you. It disguises what is 

really going on in Canada. This is the essence of 

my work right now. It comes down to the com-

modification of the consultation processes with 

Indigenous people; and that is the reason why you 

see so many grassroots, and particularly women 

and gender-diverse, persons standing up to protect 

their lands and waters. In some cases, they even 
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have to stand up against their own leadership, 

which has been presented (or permitted) only one 

way of exercising their treaty and Aboriginal rights.  

 When we think about inclusive food systems 

governance, we must ask: What does inclusivity 

mean? Who is being included? Who is doing the 

including? What are people being included into? 

And when we talk about food governance, whose 

food governance? Can multiple food systems 

coexist? Can the different knowledges and food 

knowledges coexist? Inclusivity in food governance 

must address the power structures of inequity, 

especially those that cater to the commodification 

of food systems to the point where only those who 

can afford food can have access to food. I think 

about food prices in North America that are rising 

with the pandemic, and they are triple and quadru-

ple that in the far North. There should be no ex-

cuse for anybody to go hungry. Those are the pow-

er structures we are going to have to address, par-

ticularly in a global context. And I would even go as 

far as the local and national contexts, too, because 

there are so many power structures, and it is really 

about the commodification of our food systems.  

The Creation of More Participatory 
and Empowering Forms of Food 
Systems Governance 
The speakers described how dominant food sys-

tems governance structures privilege the interests 

and objectives of settlers, the patriarchy, city dwell-

ers, the intellectual elite, and the large corporate 

actors in the food system (“Big Food”), which can 

be conceptualized as neocolonizers. Speakers also 

discussed how colonial, patriarchal, and racist 

power structures and inequalities continue to 

inform dominant food systems and food systems 

governance, displacing the participation and deci-

sion-making of BIPOC communities and people 

living in decolonizing (Global South) countries. As 

a result, the dominant forms of food systems gov-

ernance produce various forms of dysfunction, 

including profound inequalities in food distribution 

and consumption, as well as modes of food pro-

duction, distribution, and consumption that are 

environmentally harmful. Guinto argued that these 

pathologies in food systems governance are often 

perpetuated by the same forces that shape inequali-

ties more broadly, as in global and planetary health 

(Abimbola et al., 2021). 

 Key themes can be drawn from the presenta-

tions as to how to create more participatory and 

empowering forms of food systems governance. 

One is the inclusion of a much more diverse range 

of people in food systems organizations and gov-

ernance initiatives, which also must be designed to 

meet the needs of BIPOC communities and resi-

dents (Moore & Swisher, 2015; Slocum, 2006). 

Inclusion can be an important first step if com-

bined with accountability mechanisms that ensure 

true diversity and equity (Abimbola et al., 2021). 

However, by itself, inclusion risks the co-option of 

BIPOC communities in forms of governance that 

only serve to maintain existing power imbalances 

and exclusionary structures and processes 

(Kepkiewicz & Rotz, 2018).  

 The presentations stressed that scholars, activ-

ists, and decision makers must break down and 

challenge the basic structures, assumptions, termi-

nology, paradigms, and power distributions 

informing governance models. As discussed by 

Holley, these fundamental elements shape decision 

making by all food system actors, irrespective of 

their gender, socioeconomic status, geographical 

location, or ethnicity. The need for a transforma-

tive approach to food systems governance is illus-

trated by the Six Principles for Equitable and 

Inclusive Civic Engagement framework developed 

by Holley (2016), calling for forms of civic engage-

ment that acknowledge and address racial bias, 

power inequalities, and historical inequities; share 

leadership, resources, and decision-making power 

more equitably; build trust; empower the most vul-

nerable; and overall question norms created by 

those in power. These principles assert that food 

system organizations should explicitly adopt anti-

racist, feminist, and decolonizing frameworks in 

their policies, demonstrate active support for such 

concepts as Indigenous self-determination, treaty 

rights, and restitution (Bohunicky et al., 2021), and 

change organizational operating styles, cultures, 

values, and forms of decision making accordingly 

(Moore & Swisher, 2015).  

 These principles also indicate that white/ 

settler-led/majority food movement organizations 

and food systems governance initiatives must be 
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based on a different model of engagement with 

BIPOC communities, and residents of the Global 

South, one that involves genuine sharing of re-

sources, power, and authority (Moore & Swisher, 

2015; Slocum, 2006) and enables problem identifi-

cation, governance structures, and leadership to 

develop from the ground up—to be shaped and 

led by those who are most affected (Choudry & 

Kapoor, 2010; Slocum, 2006). As with Holley’s dis-

cussion of the need for bottom-up governance 

structures, Tinirau discussed the need for Indige-

nous food sovereignty projects to be rooted in the 

community. Further, reform of existing governance 

models to enhance democratic deliberation is not 

enough: new initiatives are needed that reflect dif-

ferent values, cultures, traditions, and decision-

making styles if we are to develop truly equitable, 

lasting, and empowering solutions (Moore & 

Swisher, 2015; Slocum, 2006). This also reflects the 

contemporary reality of food systems governance, 

which is not a universal whole but is contextual 

and place-based, with many diverse (and some-

times conflicting) viewpoints and voices. 

 There is a particular need for decision makers 

to learn from Indigenous frameworks and under-

standings of food and food systems, to challenge 

white norms of governance and how dominant 

forms of food systems governance should be con-

ducted. Pictou, Wiremu, and Tinirau presented 

holistic, interconnected models that moved beyond 

white/settler conceptions of food as a commodity 

and, in doing so, challenged fundamental, domi-

nant assumptions about how food should be pro-

duced, distributed, and governed. These models 

echo recent challenges to the use of terms such as 

sovereignty that are sourced in Western/settler 

governance models (Daigle, 2019; Mayes, 2018; 

Whyte, 2018) and point to the need for reframing 

the basic terminology and conceptualizations on 

which food systems governance is based. Panelist 

models presented food as interconnected with 

land, water, and environmental systems, and em-

bedded in ancestral and interpersonal relationships 

and relationships with all of creation, which have 

formed a sense of place, identity, and belonging. 

This illustrates how the interconnections between 

food, health, and the environment that are increas-

ingly recognized in research and policymaking have 

long informed Indigenous understandings of food 

and food systems. These models also speak to the 

ways in which different issues and sectors influence 

each other, showing that food systems governance 

needs to take a holistic approach that recognizes 

the multiple ways in which food is embedded in 

planetary systems and human relationships (as 

discussed by Guinto). The idea of duty and respon-

sibility to the environment and the food systems 

embedded within it may be particularly salient in an 

era of climate change and the escalating degrada-

tion of environmental systems.  

 Finally, creating more inclusive forms of food 

systems governance means addressing the root 

causes of exclusion and the deeper structural forms 

of power in the food system, including settler-

colonialism, patriarchal power structures and insti-

tutions, capitalism, and food system corporatiza-

tion. These deeper inequities can only be partly 

addressed by efforts at inclusion in governance 

models or by creating new versions of such mod-

els. Importantly, transforming food systems and 

food systems governance means acknowledging 

and facilitating the efforts of BIPOC communities 

to exercise their own sovereignty. This includes 

requiring that states recognize the land rights and 

rights of self-determination of Indigenous peoples 

and consider proposals for “Land Back” (Kepkie-

wicz & Rotz, 2018), as well as ensuring that 

BIPOC communities, and people of the Global 

South, have greater control over governance of the 

food systems of which they are part, and over 

political and governance structures more broadly. 

As the causes and symptoms of inequality and 

exclusion are similar across multiple planet-based 

and human systems, there is an opportunity to 

learn across sectors, as discussed by Guinto, with 

Tinirau also emphasizing the importance of estab-

lishing open and honest communication across dif-

ferent issue areas and governance domains.  

 These recommendations lend themselves to 

further research. Rather than suggesting a list of 

issues, we believe a more informed approach re-

quires taking a step back. The “what” of a research 

agenda should flow from the process of agenda 

development. To center marginalized voices re-

quires making the invisible visible, requiring new 

ways of seeing and doing, for which the frame-
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works and principles offered by the speakers are a 

starting point. Collaboration with BIPOC research-

ers and practitioners can be used as a step toward 

decolonizing approaches to food systems govern-

ance research. However, collaboration needs to 

begin with agenda setting, rather than with BIPOC 

collaborators being invited to the table after an 

agenda has already been set, and should be based 

on shared leadership, decision-making power, and 

relationships of trust with BIPOC collaborators. 

Further, any collaborative research agenda should 

be action-oriented, and attend to the inextricable 

links of food systems governance to other funda-

mental issues, such as planetary health. 

Conclusion  
This paper reported on a conference session that 

explored how power relations inform current mod-

els of food systems governance and generated rec-

ommendations for more participatory governance 

models, with a particular emphasis on facilitating 

the voices, perspectives, and self-determination of 

BIPOC communities and people living in the 

Global South. At one level, this entails inclusion of 

traditionally marginalized groups in governance ini-

tiatives. However, taken together, the presentations 

demonstrated the need for a more fundamental 

reconfiguration of existing governance models, 

adopting organizational structures, values, objec-

tives, and leadership that serve the interests of and 

empower BIPOC communities, as well as creating 

new models that reflect diverse perspectives and 

ways of governing. At an even deeper level, there is 

a need to address the unequal power structures and 

marginalizing influences that inform the dominant 

food system itself, which can only be partly ad-

dressed by governance reforms, and to facilitate 

BIPOC communities and Global South residents 

in achieving food justice and reclaiming sover-

eignty in food systems.   
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